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Editorial - Op inion Section
February 13, 1968

The College Chronicle

Pagel

What do you think •

UIE

• •
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE CENTENNIAL BELL PROJECT?

St. Cloud State College has often been accused
of stifling creativity b_y making students read
textbooks, take exams, five in dorms, attend auditorium classes, and, to top it all off, let Jack Coke
resign. Today, I'd like to take off my handstitched philosopher's mantle, don that of the
scientist, and suggest
concrete solution to this
· problem of creativity.
The creative void, also known as the St. Cloud
State Campus, could be at least partially filled
through the implementation of a graffitti board.
After all, "WHAT'S A CITY
WITHOUT
GRAFFITTI?"
GRAFFITTI, the plural of graffito, is defined
by Webster's as "a rudely scratched inscription,
figure, drawing, etcetra, found on rocks, walls,
vases and other objects." I shall define "other
objects" to include college campuses.
For those of you who are still unclear as to
what graffitti actually is, here are a few examples
from the world-famous Mecca for Graffitti Wuters . . . the men 's room wall. For a starter,
"Donald Dayton shops on Sundays" ... or "Sib-'
ling rivalry is for kids" . .. or "Conrad Hilton
sleeps with Howard Johnson.''
The best things about graffitti are that you can
steal them,kalter them, add to them, erase them,
or even ma e up your own.
Stolen from Will Jones: "Doctor Doolittle digs
bullfights." Altered o·ne: "Mayor Henry drinks on
Sunday.'' I erased this one: "If Shakespeare is
Bae.o n, then Marlow is chickenfat."
And , finally , a couple of originals .. . "Max
Landy has a head cold" and "Herb Goodrich
wears a toupee."
THOUGHT FOR THIS WEEK: Change
the tunnel between Stewart and the library from a
dark, dank passageway to a dirty, obscene passageway with graffitti all over the walls, ceiling,
floor and anywhere else you can write. After
all, it's a good outlet!
SHORTER_ ONES: Rumor has it that the Midwest Patrol · is a gang of ticket-writing truant
officer escapees from Collegeville .. . . Notice to
all bakers: SCS Vets resolved that it's unpatriotic
to burn your apple-pie . . . An SCS graduate I
know questions his Bachelor of Arts degree. He
claims he's never drawn a picture ... Button of the
Future Award goes to the sign in the Chronicle
office . . . ·"Women should be obscene and not
heard" . .. finally, if centennial plans fall through,
I hereby nominate St. Cloud State College for the
No-Bell Prize ... until next time I.K.

a

Jean Prom,
Cloud

junior,

St.

"I don't think much of it.
It's worthwhile but there
could be a better use of
funds."

Tom Nutz,
Maple Lake

sophomore,

"It's okay . Nothin_g wrong
with that."

Tom Rocke, junior, Minneapolis

Larry Negaard, sophomore,
St. Cloud

" I think it's a good idea.
It's a good idea to build
up the campus."

"Forget it; Why don' t they
use the money for the second story of Atwood?"

I -Campus Commentsin '68 campaign

Students have choice
· decided to pack any presidenTo The Editor:
tial contender to set up comSt. Cloud State has a mittees to win the votes of
chance to make a national im- their fellow students. Choice
pact.
'68 will assist these individuHow? Because State is one ~ls in ~ny way possible. This
of four colleges in Minnesota 1s the first step.
that has consented to particiThe second step is that we
pate in Choice '68. Choice '68 ·
are
for volunteers to
is a national presidential pri- manasking
the election booths on
mary election held on April campus. The primary will be
24, 1968 at colleges all over held on April 24, so there is
the country.
plenty of time to sign up, but
Each student will have a
hurry
so that you can avoid
chan~e to participate in choosthe last minute rush!
ing the next President of the
In case anyone wants more
United · States by expressing
his opinions. The results of information. they can contact
the primary will be tabulated · Frank Frush, 1101 Benton
and published nationally by Hall, or Arlin Carlson, 1504
7th St. So., or the Student
TIME magayine.
This will be more than just Senate office in Atwood.
a poll however; it will be a Arlin Carlson
camoaign. We are asking Co-ordinator for CHOICE
those individuals who · have '68

Th,
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Published Tuesdays and Fridays throughout the: sch·ool year c:xcc:nt rm

·vacation periods. Second class postage paid at St. Cloud, Minn . Students
subscription taken [rom the: student activity fund . Mail subs..:riptitin rate i,
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Does this help? The tower and
bells pictured should give you
a rough idea of what a carillon might look like. This one
is in the Eastern part of the
country.
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More on graffitti. • •

(ACP)

You could put your gripe
in the student government's
suggestion box or write a
letter to the editor of the
college paper. Or you could
tell it to the world on a
soapbox.
But at Bethel College in
Newton , Kan. , the Collegian
reports, you go to an old
storage room in the southeast corner of the student
union .
It's a .. hostility room,"
where st_udents release their

hostilities . ( and
entertain
themselves and others) by
writing on the paper-covered
walls.
Lighted with red and blue
lights, the room is even
furnished with a step ladder
so every bit of available space
can be used . And by the end
of the day the walls are filled
with student complaints and
witticisms.
It was the first step in a
student government project to
improve communication with
the student body.

!Chronicle I
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Exvlains vosition

. senator expands comments
To The Editor:
Recently the .Chronicle
carried on the front page
an interview with the two
new
student
senators
Gregg Van Slyke and myself. The help and hindrance of anyone in public
office is the press. I decry
and admit this as both a
newly elected senator and
a member of the press. I
know the difficulty of formulating, conducting and
reporting an interview;
. and I know that it is impossible to satisfy an individual who has been interviewed.
The purpose of this letter is not to bemoan the
effect of the aforementioned interview of my
"image," nor is it to condemn the Chronicle's reporting
and
integrity.
Rather, I would simply
like to make a little clearer
some of my ideas.
/

The story accurate reported my basic reaction
to the structure of the college discipline committee,
but I do not object to the
presence of Vice-President
Dale Patton · that committee (headline: "New Senators Against Patton") . . My
objection is to the presence
of a member of the student
personnel office - ail obvious inequity, since it is
· the student personnel office
which brings students to
disciplinary action. When i
stated that I have no knowledge of any case where
Patton's presence has been
detrimental to the student's
welfare, my intent was to
affirm that I am not questioning his integrity. It is
simply that students cannot
place trust in a body that
so obviously violates such a
basic principle. W
can
hope that no one has been
harmed by this violation,
but we cannot allow the
possibility of injustice to
continue.
My reaction to the or- ·
ganization of the . student
senate is simply that some
reapportionment is necessary, since students do not
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feel that . they are directly
touched by its action.
While the senate attempts
to work for the student
body, it is an ethical problem whether we actually
_ know what the students
want and need: We cannot
expect 8500 students to
come to us, but we do
need a more effective way
to go to them.
Course and teacher evaluation is a problem with
which I am directly concerned. A misinterpretation of our intent on this
project could be harmful
to its successful implemen ..
tation. Yet teacher evalua..
tion · has the potential to
help both students and instructors. Students know
what needs they want
served by a course, and
with such a publication to
use as a resource during
registration, their education could be more meaning{ ul and personal. A,t the
same time, faculty members genuinely concerned
with true; education would
ha\'.e a · way of knowing
how students react to them
and to their courses. If
students dislike a class, for
any of many reasons, it
needs a revision of approach before it can be
educationally relevant.
Finally, the committees of the faculty senate
newly opened to student
membership at a three-toone ratio are an exciting
prospect. Neither students
nor faculty can know at
this time how effective the
idea will be, but it is certainly a progressive step ·
toward the basis of education - dialogue. The stu- .
dent senate personnel committee, under the chairmanship of Senator Wendy Waldock, is currently
interviewly students for
positions on these committees. Students interested in
· true, equitable education
are strongly encouraged to
serve.
L~t me reiterate that I
am not crying, "I was

wronged." I simply feel
that to fulfill my responsibility as a student senator,

I must try to talk to the
students. I hope those who
are truly interested will
answer.
Gwen Flanders

9 alternates
to bell tower
To The Editor:
Forty thousand dollars is a great deal of
money.
Many
things
could be done with such
a sum at this college. For
instance:
l.
40,000
dollars
would purchase between
five thousand and eight
thousand volumes for our
library.
2. Could establish
through the purchasing of ·
needed equipment, • one
of the finest photographic laboratories in the
country.
3. Could provide 10
full, four year scholarships.
4. Could establish an
excellent "visiting professors" series.
5. Could help subisdize off-campus student
housing.
6. Could subsidize
married couples housing.
7. Could establish a
Free University.
8. Could greatly improve and expand the
campus radio station.
9. Could purchase a
sizeable portion of land ·
near the campus for a
parking lot.
or
l 0, 40,000
dollars
could purchase some bells
from Holland.
I wonder what selection would be made by a
college with a true "heritage of excellence?" I
know
what
selection
would be made by a college with a "heritage of
mediocrity."
Kenneth l. Nyberg

Students ask re·ferendum
on proposed bell tower
To The Editor:
Does St. Cloud State
want to establish itself as a
school making great academic strides forward or
does it want to ring itself
into obscurity?
We need to stand back
and evaluate the long range
educational
goals
that
should emphatically be the
purpose of an institution
such as ours. If we wish to
continue on the path towards another "l 00 years
of excellence," we have to
stop admiring what we
have done and start concentrating on what we are
going to do NOW and in
the FUTURE.
We need and should

Thanks
To The Editor:
Due to a family emergency the fourth member
of the Honors Program
College Bowl team was unable to be with us Sunday,
January 28. Since the rules
prohibited a three member team from participating, we were unable to
compete.
We'd like to thank Sue
Emery,
Margi
Healey,
Nancy Clough, and Judy
Olson, representing A WS,
for filling in for us, winning, and then providing us
with the opportunity to
compete this week. ·
Jack Montgomery
Candy Anderson
Chuck Gustafson

Thanks again
To The Editor:
The Men of Theta Chi
Fraternity would like to
thank all the people connected with St. Cloud State
College for making our
candidate for Ugliest Man
On Campus, Zelmo Quain,
victorious. Most of all, we .
would like to thank You for
Your coiris which will go
to crippled children. Again
thank You very much for
your generosity.
The Men of Theta Chi

channel all of our energies
and resources toward a
more powerful educational
standard, We propose as
one - alternative to spending $48,000 for bells that
a Centennial Room be established in the newly
proposed
library
and
stocked with books, a truer reflection of our past
•~ l 00 years of academic
excellence."
We feel that the opposition to establishing · this
non-academic landmark at
St. Cloud State College is
strong enough to warrant
initiating a referendum to
allow the students on this
campus the opportunity to
decide on this, or any other
alternative centennial landmark as their first step on
the road toward the next
"100 years of academic excellence."
Edward A. Kimball
Joseph G. Gindele

Make college
a landmarJl
To The Editor:
Hey Mr. Student Y
These questions must be
answered:
1. How many STUDENTS are interested in the
bell tower?
2. Were the STUDENTS
properly notified?
3. Couldn't the money be
better spent?
4. When did the additional
$8,000 come in?
· 5. Why doesn't the STUDENT SENA TE run a poll? .
6. We · as STUDENTS ~
want to know who supports
the bell tower.
Let's make St. Cloud
State a landmark, NOT a
landmark for St. Cloud State.
Russell Jacobson
Leo F. Louis
David Speed
Kerry Manuel
Barbara Zakrajsek
Margaret Lei.bfried
David Peterson
Elvin Siegel
Wesley Walberg
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Financial aid
information
For help in financial aid
counselors suggest writing to
the Financial Aid, U.S. Office
of Education, Washington,
D.C. 20202 and asking for
"Aids to Students" and "Federal Aids for College Students." In addition to these
programs, special assistance
is available to minority
groups through various sources. The U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs will give special
scholarships to
American
Indians, and Negro students
can receive aid from the Fund
for Negro Students, Six E.
82nd St., New York, N.Y.
10028.

"

One student earns $10,000 yearly

Where can you find a job?
( Editors' note: This is the last of
four articles on financing a college
education. Previous articles discussed
college costr.-toans: scholarships and
grants. They have been prepared specifically f~r those wishing to attend
SCS but apply , with slight variation,
to most colleges or universities,
particularly state supported institutions.)

The percentage of SCS
8 500 students who work part
o~ even full time while attending SCS is incalcuable,
say the college's financial aid
counselors Lois von Berg and
Clifford Reiners.
Those needing financial
help to attend SCS next fall
must apply by March 1, and,

if they qualify for financial enterprising entrepreneurs,"
assistance, the counselors will says Reiners. "We have · one
offer them a "financial aid · students on this campus who
is earning $10,000 a year sellpackage." This "package" is
ing pots and pans - $10,000
the difference between what
before taxes that is. I believe
the student and his family
it was Senator Percy of Illinois
can reasonably be expected to
who made sandwiches and
contribute to his education
sold them at noontime in the
and the cost of the education
will include a combination of college · halls for a fantastic
profit. There was a student in
loans, scholarships or grants
and work while in school. The the area a year or so ago who
financial aid office arranges designed his own cards and
for some work; many students · did a great business selling
prefer to scout about on cam- them. Any student with a
pus or in the St. Cloud com- good business head and a flair
munity to find work on their for
individual . enterprise
own.
shouldn't discount this lucra"Every college has its tive source of business experi-

Performance
drop-in

NEW DODGE CORONET "SUPER BEE"

Scat Pack performance at anew low price.
Punching a Super Bee is like dropping a bowl-ing ball down an elevator shaft. It starts rather
suddenly and improves from there. Owning a Super Bee is discovering that Piper-Heidsieck
is seJling at beer prices. Let's face it. When you put a hot cammed 383 VS in a light coupe body,
hang all the good stuff underneath, and price it below anything as quick, something's got to
happen. The good stuff is listed below. The kicks are waiting at your nearby Dodge Dealer's.
Let it happen to you.
■ POWER PLANT: Standard: 383 CID V8. Carb: 4-bbl. Compression r'atio: 10 :0. Horsepower: 335 at 5200 RPM. Torque:

425 lbs.-ft. at 3400 RPM. Air cleaner: unsilenced, both standard and optional V8. Optional: Hemi 426 Cl D V8. Hemispherical combustion chambers. Carb: dual, 4-bbl. Compression ratio: 10.25:l. Horsepower : 425 at 5000 RPM. Torque:
490 lbs.-ft. at 4000 RPM.
■ TRANSMISSION: Standard: Four-speed full synchromesh manual. Floor-mounted shift.
Optional: TorqueFlite automatic three-speed . Column-mounted shift.
■ SUSPENSION: Heavy-duty springs and shocks, all four wheels .. 94-inch dia. sway bar standard.
■ BRAKES: Heavy-duty standard on all four wheels. 11-inch drums, cast iron. Shoes : Front discs optional. Self-adjusting
Bendix type.·
■ ADDITIONAL OPTIONS: High-performance axle package consisting of.3.55 axle ratio with Sure Grip. High-capacity
radiator, 7-blade slip-drive fan with shroud.
■ INSTRUMENTATION AND APPOINTMENTS: Padded Rallye-type dash
standard, matte black, includes circular speedometer, oil and temperature
gauges, electric clock. Matching tach optional. Matte black grille, power hood,
Red Line wide-tread tires, seat belts, front shoulder belts, carpeting, foam
seats, bumblebee striping arwt special ornamentation standard. Vinyl roof
optional.

_

ence plus the possibility of
handsome profit. On the
other hand perhaps such a
student might not need a
college education," he joshed.
But for the majority of
students the answer has been
part or full time work on or
off campus.
SCS had $175,000 available for work-study program
this year and about $160,000
for regular employment programs. Under "work-study" a
student is given the opportunity to work at the college filing,
assisting . teachers,
typing, - at a rate of $1.15
an hour up to a certain specified amount. These students
may work up to 15 hours a
week while attending classes
and full-time up to 40 hours a
week during summers and vacations while not attending
classes. Some arrangements
are also made for a workstudy student to be employed
off campus in public or private non-profit organizations
including work in health, welfare, recreation and various
community action programs.
Part time work is available both on and off campus
for arty student with the ability to find it. The student personnel does list openings in
town as they are made known,
but the student's best bet,
they say, is to hunt early, and
hard for part time work . With
part time work off campus
there is no control on num. ber of hours, type of work or
rate of pay, and the counselors add, this is where good
marketable skills learned in
high school may pay fine
dividends for a college · student.
This, then is the i inancial
aid · picture at SCS as the
financial aid advisors see it.
"There is no reason why a
student in Minnesota - even if
his family is not able to contribute towards his education
- can't get a college education. But it doesn't just drop
from the sky. If a student is
willing to assume financial
responsibility through loans
and strives for scholarships
and works part time in high
school and then makes us
aware of his financial need
and his desire to attend college by March 1 of this year then there is good possibility
that we can ~elQ him."
See Us For All Your

BANKING NEEDS

r----------1

FILL OUT AND MAIL TO:
I Hughes-Hatcher-Suffrin, 1133 Shelby at State,

I

Detroit, Michigan 48226. Attn.: Mr. Gus Anton.

I

Enclosed is a check or money order (made payable to HughesHatcher-Suffrin) for $_ _ _ _ _ to cover cost of

I ._____ jackets at $9.95 each. Available sizes: S,
I M, L, XL, XXL. (Add 4% sales tax for delivery in Michigan.)

Dodge

0

CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

I

Name

I

Address

I.
I City

· Size

Ifs So Easy To
State

Zip

__
_only
__
____
__________ j
IL _OJfer
good
in Continental
U.S.A.

Own With A
Zapp Bonk loon!
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Cates. Nugent differ on historical iudgment

Historian, veteran instructor ·recall college history
"I think the greatest president St. Cloud State College
ever had was Waite A. Shoemaker," (1902-1914) stated
. Dr. Edwin Cates in an interview this week. Cates, a history professor, is currently
writing the college's history
commemorating its first hundred years. "Under Shoemaker this college had its
great building period. Then
we had a large increase in
appropriations, a jump in
attendance and more respect
in the eyes of the people."
"I would say that this
college's greatest president
was John · Headley," (19471952) mused Miss Grace
Nugent, associate professor of
elementary education. "He
had the best rapport between
faculty .and administration
this college has seen before or
since. His door was always
open to discuss problems,
suggestions and listen to
gripes. This is important in
building a good product. To
many of us that meant teachers, and he was vitally concerned about our product."
Miss Nugent and Cates
are long-time verbal warriors
and friends. Both serve together on St. Cloud State College's steering committee and
on the centennial history committee, and neither were surprised to find themselves disagreeing on their "presidential
choice." Miss Nugent has
been on the State College fac-

memorable times were when well in · old buildings. New
the college was smaller, when buildings are needed, surely,
the going was rougher. After but you can have some poor,
graduation from Bemidji she . ineptteaching in them too."
For Cates, "This history of
came to St. Cloud during the
St. Cloud State College that
depression.
I'm writing is the most interesting thing I've done since
•t he war. What's interesting
here in St. Cloud and at the
college is the people and the
happenings . . . people and
their doings are interesting as
heck," he added.
Cates' 400-page history of
the college's first century will
be published early next fall
for sale to the public and for
distribution to centennial
fund donors.
· When asked what they
·felt were .decisive everits in
the college's fi'rst hundred
years, Dr. Cates chose the
transitions from
"normal
school" to "teachers' college"
and from "teachers' college" .
Dr. Edwin Cates
to a "state college."
"Students were literally
"It helped us a lot to get
living hand to mouth. Many rid. of that teachers' college
had to quit. In 1933 we prob- label," said Cates.
ably didn't have more than
"I didn't feel that it was
300 students. And those of us
who stayed to hold a roof on important at all to get rid of
this place took a 20 percent that 'teachers' college label' ,"
cut in salary across the retorted Miss Nugent. "After
board. It took a long time to all the majority of our stuwin that back. So you can see dents still graduate in educawhy current wastefulness is tio n. I would judge that our
most important step was
hard to take."
"That faculty of the de- when enrollment forced us to
pre-ssion period sacrificed
time, money and energy trying to help students find

ulLJ :H ycar:s; Cat~, fur-29"--<
. ~,.___....,,...,..,~-.i.
- ·,-;~ftc;n

They were interviewed
separately.
For Miss Nugent the most

tr)

send our student teachers off
campus. This was a huge
effort to enlist the entire
state's public schools to .be
more concerned about education here in the "teachers'
colleges." They should ask,
for instance, just what at-

Grace Nugent

titudes, philosophies, knowledges, etc., are being taught
in all the academic departments that will become a part
of the education of our
teachers."
Both Miss Nugent and
Cates hav~ observed firsthand
the relations betwen the college and the community over
several decades. They did
agree that those relations had
been mutually indifferent
years ago but have shown
steady improvemenf as each
has become aware of the
others importance.
"Once there was a decided
division between college and
town - the town's allegiance
went to St. John's and St.
Ben's," said Miss Nugent.
"But · with the ' ecumenical
feeling,
joint
department
meetings and tri-college pro-·
grams there is much more cohesion today."

ing t o-'.t:ccti--t-.......c.c~ - ~=

them. And those students
were dedicated. No matter
what they say, you can teach

Montgomery undecided
about fall candidacy
Terry Montgomery, college vice president of develgpment and institutional relations told the Chronicle that
'he has been asked by "friends
and business people" to consider candidacy for political
office, but ·that ·he has not
given it "a lot of consideration" at this point.
Responding to Chronicl .
questioning about rumors
that he would be a candidate,
Montgomery said he has been
"so · preoccupied" with his
college duties that he has not
· "studied" the possibilities of
candidacy.
"I have decided nothing at
this point," said Montgomery, "and before I do I want

to consider the total contribution that I could make in
public office."
"Every citizen has a responsibility to serve in public
service," he said. "The suggestion that I do too has come
from others.. It is too early to
decide at this time. I have not
ruled it out." .
Questioned about a possible conflict with his 'college
duties and any possible legislative position, Montgomery
said that in Minnesota those
who hold legislative positions
do so " in addition to other
responsibilities." He noted
that legislators come from all
areas of work, includi_ng education.

ARTISTIOUE

$500
ALSO $150 .. TP/975

~¾iE .' "\ •·.... i .,;,,,
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ANNOUNCING SOMETHING NEW FROM

SAM'S PIZZA ·

All You Need Is·Love

~ 1 2 s a k:
· e ®
"'L-7-~~ISTERED
DIAMOND

RINGS

WEDDING RING 125

-

- et\oW \\e\\"ef\
\'14 .

For that big event
in your life, select a
Keepsake Diamond
Ring ... first choice
of the engageables:
tr,......._

.:.!.._~ISTERED

~12sa
DIAMOND

k

BELAIR $625 . ALSO $250 . TO 2100 . WEDDING RING 100 .
PRICES FROM $100. TO $5000. RINGS ENLAR GED TO SHOW BEAUTY OF DE TAIL.
® TRADE - MARK REG. A.H. POND COMPANY, IN C., ESTABLISHED 1892

r----------------------------7
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
e ~.

RINGS

-PHONE 252-4540~

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
568

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

EVERY DAY FROM 5 P,l, lo 2 A.I,

3 OR MORE PIZZAS DELIVERED FREEi

After all, it's what makes the world go ·'round in
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The engagement ring you ·choose says so much about
your love . ·.. and should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "perfect."· A brilliant diamond of fine ·
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

Strobel's
614 St. Germain
Your Downtown Ksspsaks Dealer

Add res.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ip._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

L----------------------------~
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Food for India drive tomorrow

For internships in rehabilitative counseling

internship is renewable until
the degree program is complete.

Students at SCS can "give
to UNICEF, so India can
help herself," as the Food for
India posters around the campus say, by, sacrificing their
supper meal tomorrow at
either Garvey Commons or
Shoemaker Hall.

According to Dr. Perkins,
"Rehabilitative counseling includes a series of services
which aim to conserve, develop or restore the ability of
disabled individuals so that
they may become economically independent . •.. to restore ·
the disabled to the fullest
physical, mental, social, vocational and economic usefulness possible."

By not eating tomorrow
night, your money will be sent
to the United Nations which
will distribute it to needy
areas in India. Last year's
$598.18 donation from SCS
enabled UNICEF to buy an
egg incubator with a capacity
of 2,500 eggs and enough
garden tool kits for 20 school
nutrition projects.
·_ At tomorrow's lunch, the
Garvey and Shoemaker lunch
workers will check all stu-

s25,000 grant awarded to SCS
A federal_ grant of more
than $25,000 to St. Cloud
State will allow as many as
15 students internships in rehabilitative counseling spring
quarter.
Directed by Dr . Eugene
Perkins, assistant professor
of psychology, this internship
program grants students $600
a quarter plus tuition to work
towards a master of science
degree in rehabilitative counseling. There are only two·
other such programs in the
state - one at Mankato State
College and one at the University of Minnesota.

Tne newest master of science degree program brings _to
four the masters programs in
psychology here. According
to · Dr. Frank · B. Slobetz,
chai.rman of the psychology
department, a master of arts
can be earned in psychology
and master of science degrees
in education for school counselors or in employment counseling in addition to the rehabilitation degree.
Applications to enter on
this internship spring quarter
or· summer sessions must be
made immediately to the
psychology department. The

INCOME TAX SERVICE
CALL OR' COME IN AND SEE

MIKE J. THELEN
7-&th Avenue North-Across from Times Bldg. -252-2121

dents' meal cards and ask if
they will be participating in
the Food for India project.
Paul Ridgeway, chairman for
this Student Senate sponsored
program, said, "I hope that
you will tell them that you
are going to participate. For
with each student participating, more needy children will
be helped."
The United Nations Children's Fund thanked SCS for
its contribution last year by
sayjng "As our many lettc::rs
wo1cclte, we apprecrate the
tme support of your college
and we earnestly hope your
second Food · for India drive
money will be sent to us to
help UNICEF heln India in
its ,~truggle for serf-sufficiency.

_,taft)pa&.1~
rapje:r:1~n~--------..
1,:-•·
w.

~

LSA

LSA's election of officers will be
Tuesday, Feb. 20 at 7 p .m. Anyone
interested in a position should co me
to the cou ncil meeting tonight at
6p.m.
I

Biology Club
· Dr. McCue, member of the SCS
. biology department, will speak to
the Biology Club on the possibility
of a parasite being a vector for
cancer in dogs tomorrow at 7 p.m .
in Brown H all 137.

.

BSA

films
Upcoming ABOG 'films to be
shown in Brown Hall auditorium include Guns of Navarone, Feb. 25 and
Comedy of Terrors, March 10. All
movies will begin at 8 p .m .

Math Club
The Math Club will meet tonight
at 7 p .m. in Brown Hall 137. Mr.
Robert Hunstad will speak on actuarial science . Refreshments will be
served.

Vet's Club
There wil l be a specia l meeting
of the SCSC Veterans Club in the
basement of the Spaniel Hotel at
7:30 p .m . tomorrow . The meetin g will
be the first of the new membership
year and new membership cards will
be issued and dues collected. Dues
are still assessed at $3 per yea r,
_ from Fehrua r 1968 through February 1969.
The annual election of officers
will be held for the coming year discussed. Old members are strongly
urged to attend and all other college
veterans who have not yet joined
THEIR CLUB are reminded that
this is the best- time to participate .
Reservations for a bus trip to the
North Star's hockey game, March 2,
will also be taken. and refreshments
will be served .
·

The Behavioral Science Association will meet to consider student
power and its implications on our
campus.
Mike
Sieben, Student
Senate president, will lead the dis. cussion Thursday at 7:30 p.m . in the
Atwood unfinished dining room .

IVCF
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet tonight · at 7 p.m. in
the Atwood Herbert Room . Dwig ht
Palmquist, from "Teen Challenge"
will discuss his work with drug
ad dicts in New York City .

fashion show
Models will be auditioned for an
April fa shion show sponsored by the
Association of R omen Students
Tuesday, Feb . 20 at 7 p.m. in the
Mitchell Hall activi
· ·
a ·c ange in ot
ate
from a previous A WS
ment.)

YDFL
Dr. Forrest Hai:ris, professor._of
sociology at the University of Minnesota and advisor for the Minnesota YDFL, will speak at the SCS
YDFL meeting tonight at 7 p.m . in
the Atwood Civic Room .

PLATE LUNCHES DAILY-95c
AT THE

OK CAFE

Chinese Dishes To Take Out -- Call 252-1070

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
HOURS: 8 :30 - 5 :30 -

Tues. - Sat.

APPOINTMENT CAN BE MADE
CALL 255-2292
RUSS TIDD and DAN THIELMAN

13 rnt1tturntltttus

located Centennial Plaza Shopping Center
Available in 14 kt white or yellow gold '

Convenient credit terms

CONTOURAT.M. is the part that goes around your finger. The part that either fits or doesn't.
That either is comfortable or isn't. The part that makes your ring a joy to wear all the time
or makes you take it off even faster than a tight pair of shoes.
We have just designed a new kind of shank that always fits. Always feels comfortable.
Lasts longer than any conventional shank. That won 't hurt when someone squeezes you r
hand. A new kind of finger-shaped, finger-fitting shank that isn't round because your finger
isn't round. It's called CONTOURA.T,M.

by .WEBER'S
WEBER JEWELRY & MUSIC CO.
DOWNTOWN ST. CLOUD - 714 ST. GERMAIN -251-5533

Happy
Valentines
Day

OPEN DAILY
11 :30-1:00
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Standin' on the corner.

FOUR

CHANCE
10
BU/LO

l f ~ AI@
National. Fraternity Officer - .~.!~!l.~2!!!!
Wants Those Interested To Attend
Informational Meeting

YY.~.~!1~:.

Photo ~y Mik• Kirkwood

View from the corner today is Mary "Corky" Corcoran, a
sophomore elementary education major from St. Louis Park.
Mary has blue eyes and what she calls "redish brown hair. "

Intel Iigence

soids ~::,~:::o:.'.J and we ;~:f .gi: ;,i~~v~!~ 'JE~i
~~~~
l~~~~ i~~!~ ~~~ ~~~ b~
r:~e:~~e~rd lower in
"But really, this whole

~:;ho
based on prejudice."

qv1~eewstioofn thies nmebeaunloinugslneessss oinf

" There is no such thing as
an inferior race," he added.

YY.~~-~,: Wednesday, Febru_ary 14th, 7:00 p~m.

Join
a
firm
thaf
11
.
gr·~e )1100-eooeculiVte
b
I
respons1· 1· ••ty yo·ur
K
t da¥ ~.t'w"~"]or
. -~ . _-. , _ _ "---"
·

.

:~l~i;~;i;~.th~fs:~~~e· and _'in;~~ni~ p;~:o~ir~~~~\a~:ein!~rd
Dr Lieberman affirmed
superior in another, · and betoo th~t this question was ir- cause of the differentiations in
,
relavent, drawing an analogy
backgrounds it is impossible ·
•
comparing Negro and whites
to make such a differentiaintelligence to comparing the
tion.
_ ,......._-n.nrntiiih,,,.,rITT.nCrhn;a,rrrlniems;-;R:,-.;e""
h""w:r.~ld_:t:_f_u_r __ _a_n_o~thy,e~r.....w-sah-y&.lat-lWfdec--lsht:>-ott1u~ld
- clh-erit-- ----..--..;~
thermore, labeled the

Nazi

Garvey Commons

.

. .

.

·

,

·

.

-

ft ,.

ish every group."

MODERN FLORAL
Serving St. Clo_ud Since 1924

Flowers For Every Occasion
-tr

CORSAGES

-tr

TABLE ARRANGEMENTS
Flowers

211-02•2

Tel99raphed

YOUR FULL SERVICE- BANK

I
'

L,

Your college <tOver FREE with
your personalized checks at no
additional charge when you
open a personal checking account .

,._!

111~-~~
..
,~....
.~~",~,
·,=-,~,•,•t•,,•,;■,,'-',.r:,:;~.-1~?

.~

--.._J~

_U J[O .

.

------EAST ST. GERMAIN AT FOURTH
.

Now, that 's a pretty funny thing for .a
civilian firm to say. A boss? Right out of
college? The first day?
But the Air Force can make ;uch offers.
As an officer in the world's largest
technological organization you're a
leader. Engineer. Scientist. Administrator.
Right where the Space Age. breakthroughs are happening.
. Or how about the executive responsibility of a test pilot clocking 2,062 mph
in a YF-12A jet?
That could be you, too .
But you don't have to be a pilot in the
Air Force to move fast. With your co Hege
degree you zip into Officer T ra ining
School, spin out an officer, speed on
your way as an executive, in the forefront of modern science and technology.
Right on the ground.

r---------------------,

l United States Air Force

:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

HOME ADDRESS

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CITY

I
I
I

Box A, Dept. SCP-82
Randolph Air Force Base, Texa s 78148

NAME

.

AGE
PLEASE PR INT

CO LLEGE

GRADUATE DATE

MAJOR SUBJECT

CAREER I TERESTS

I ---'===----- - - -- - -I

The Air Force moves pretty fast.
I
ST. CLOUD, MIN.NESOTA
Think it over. A man's career can I
L
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, sometimes move pretty slow.

--

STATE .

Z IP

I

- ________ _ _______ J
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New baSeball coach Stanek anxious to practice outside
ginning his first year duties as
by Jim Paape
"Do you see those four ·head baseball coach at SCS
chuckled and pointed through
blades of grass out there?"
Coach James Stanek, be- the narrow window of his

~

GAIDA,S
St.

Huskies' ·s trong point. Righthander Wayne Parks, a senior. from Fridley, who post-

problem Stanek
indicates
Grew.ing could have an excellent year.

----~---

The tall, "Husky" coach
is anxious to get his team out- ·
side - and well he should.
The team has alreapy worked
out vigorously in Eastman
Hall gym for four weeks.

ST. CLOUD'S ONLY GUILD OPTICIAN
CONTACT LENSES

824

office in Halenbeck Hall to a
patch of bare ground.
"At this rate we'll be playing ball outside by quarter
break."

Germain - ST. MARY'S BLDG . .:- BL 2-2002

ST·UDENT SPECIAL
·--------------89
1 s 1 2 Long Garments :
I
I
!- - - f!!l!,!~".!;_ -!!}.:_!8.!:_ - - - (2-piece Suit. Dresses, Light Coats) ·

I

ONE HOUR CUSTOM CARE
13 So. 7th Ave.
Next to the 1st American National Bank

"The biggest problem in
training inside is that the outfielders don't have a chance
to judge fly balls," Stanek
said. "That's one good reason
we want to get ,.mtsi_d e."
Coach Stanek, a Minneapolis North high school
graduate, has the credentials
for producing some top-notch
teams for SCS in the future.
He learned his baseball under
Dr. John Kasper who stepped
down this year after 17 years
as head baseball coach at SC.
- After receiving hfs B.S.
degree from St. Cloud Stanek
attended the University of
Minnesota where he earned
his M.Ed. degree. Since then
he has gaineq 13 years of valuable experience as head
baseball coach and assistant
football coach at Winthrop
high school and Coronado,
Calif. high school.
"When I was young _ in

Pllote

Coach Jim Stanek

ed a 2. 18 era last year is expected to receive his share of
mound duties · again this season.
Jack Peterson, also a senior righthander will try to
lower last year's impressive
1.86 era.

"As you can see, we've got
some . established righthanders - but we're hurting for
experienced lefties," Stanek
commented. "We'll have to
play it by ear and see what
happens."
The catching department
is another goldmine for the
Huskies. Last year starter
Bob Carruth was injured early ·
in the season against St.
John's. Bill Richter, a junior
from Granite Falls took
charge the remainder of the

The other competent righthanders who have played in
the shadows the past three
yea rs are expected to break
high school - it never entered into sunlight. Bill Josephson
my mind that I'd want to from Columbia Heights who
~oach someday - but it gets· was impressive in his starting
_. _----.c:.:
m"----'_ OUf blood and n<2.._w_ I_ ass..ig.nm.ents _an d .r-¢lieLr:ole.<.
wou@n t want to do anythmg last season will get the startelse. "
·
ing--nod this year.
As for this year, the new
·
coach feels pitching is the
Doug Grewing could be a
fourth stopper. He own.s a
blazing fastball which last
TACO VILLA
year cut down 17 batters on
strikes in one game. His problem in the past has been control. If he -can overcome this

se~c;;on .

· This year, however, quite
a duel is developing between
Richter and Carruth for the
starting role.
Graduation has left a
couple of gaping holes in the
infield - namely at shortstop
and first base.

MEXICAN

a

"From what I hear, Lloyd
Pallansch who was All-Con111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ference shortstop for four
WATCH
straight years did everything
REAPAIR
~~:n~:~ep the dugout," joked

PROMPT

Bill Makinen 's absence at
first base has thrown this position up for grabs also.
Ron Schmidt, a junior, ap-

RELIABLE ·

SUBMARINE

The <purist~..

Open Daily 11 a.m. - 2 a.m .

SIGN OF SPRING

Sun. 2 p.m. - 12 Midnite
532-25th Ave. No .. St. Cloud

Sero offers a handsome collection of sport shirts for the
ultimate in casual appearance. Sprightly spring tones in
exclusive checks, plaids, stripes and solid colours on a
host of luxurious fabrics. Keyed to the traditional look
with Sera's full-flared Purist ® button-down collar, trimly
tapered lines, and seven-button front. Shirtmans_
hip at
its finest.
Starting at $8.00

St. Cloud Men's Store
25 So. 7th Ave. in Downtown St. Cloud
Open: F_
ri. & Mon. 'til 9

With This Coupon
And
50< Purchase Order
Offer good until Feb. 19th

MODERN DINING ROOM

on
TEAM
Recording Tape
at

Team
119 - 5th Ave. So.
251-1335

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs. 4-2 ·a.m.
Fri.-Sat ·
4-2:30 a.m.
Sunday
11 :30-2 a.m.

7th&. St. Germain
251-7716

LOW PRICES

Call 252-9300
lor~fAST.____

~DELIVERY

§

§
§

DoM'S WATCH
REPAIR

§ · down at this stage. Last sum-

§ mer Schmidt played ball in
§ the tough Central Illinois Col-

iii11lll!!lllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII\IIII

One Beverage

195 5th Ave.

•1 Bnoce Kra-

Across from Public library

legiate
League
for
the
Bloomington Bobcats. His
selection to the second team
All-Star squad indicates he
has the ability to be a topnotch player this season .
Lettermen John Dill and
Ron Palmer are making serious bids for outfield positions. Gene Stukel, who is
student teaching this quarter
is expected to hold down the
third outfield spot.
•• At this stage no position
is positively held down and
it looks as if a few hustling
newcomers --may make the
regulars really work for their
jobs," Stanek indicated.
"In any event," the goodhumored coach stated, "our
first game is April 2 against
Augsburg. You can bet your
bottom dollar, if there are a
few blades of grass sticking up
between snowdrifts, we'll be
playing."
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Huskies stop Winona
56-43 with defense

.......1,........

NEIL WARNBERG GUARDS WINONA'S JERESEK

Husky center scored 17 points, grabbed 12 rebounds.

Tankers split
pair of meets
over weekend

":

'Fairway'

/'

Mr. d's newsmaker editons
.. . bound .together in bold
come-alive colors ·
for gals on the
·
go! Textured
cotton double
knits pair for
city-side action
or piooic play in
sassy styling.
Black. white
and yellow
mates . . . in
your size.

Tans lilie the July sun
Table model in beautiful anodized

•4 to•& Long Sleeve
Turtle Neck No. 106
'9.00 Tunic. No. 623
Pant No. 621 '9.00

_ j.

alu.mim,m and black steel base.
Fully adjwtable for suntanning
convenience. Includes new Poly- '
flector which ,ives a wider, more
even ooverap at full intensity;

plua li~-touch starter action. 425
watt SpertiLITE. Complete with

eosclea.

$9.95 to
$49.95

~
Model P-163

ThtMONACO

Dee
Jays
23 - 7th Ave.
St. Cloud

OLDIE BUT GOODIE DANCE ~EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

,...

Basketball fans at Winona guard Rick Starzecki played
State Saturday left the gym at the bulk of the fourth quarhalftime wondering how a · ter with four fouls, but neither
home team could be held to fouled out.
only 12 points in 20 minutes.
Husky coach Red SeverThere were two good rea- son echoed Ditty's feelings asons for that.
bout the defense . . "Defense
First, Winona shot 19 per was the ·name of that game,"
cent in the first half.
he said. "Warnberg did a fine
Second, -"Our defense ·job for us too," he said. " Our
forced the Warriors to take rebounding was very good."
bad shots," said Tom Ditty, Warnberg had 12 of those
SC forward.
rebounds.
Those two factors, plus a
Severson plans no changes
slow, deliberate offensive at- in the starting four of Warntack led the Huskies to a 30- · berg, Ditty, Porter and Tre12 halftime lead, and a 56-43 wick for the Morris game toNI C victory.
night.
The win gives the Huskies
About the fifth starter,
an 8-0 record in the confer- Severson said that it depends
ence, and an 18-3 season on which sophomore has a ·
good week of practice.
mark.
Tonight they take on the
Morris Cougars _ in - Halenbeck Hall at 7:30. Morris lost
to SC 83-59 early in January.
Saturday night, though,
the Huskies had a solid team
to _b eat. And defense did it.
Winona needed four minutes
by Jim Fleisher
at the start of the game to
St. Cloud's tankmen escore a field -goal. At the end vened an old score Saturday
of one quarter, State led 19-8.
as they torpedoed the Winona
For the first few minutes State Warriors 64-49 in Halof the second quarter, neither en beck Hall.
team could score, and the
It was a different story on
Huskies finally opened up a Friday, however, as the Huscomfortable 18 point margin kies traveled to Mankato
by the half. Winona was held State to be trounced 85-26.
to 4 points in the second quar- The · victory . and
defeat
ter.
brought St. Cloud's dual
By halftime, Husky cen- meet record to 6-3-1.
ter Neil __ Warnberg had 10
Beginning the weekend apoin.ts, - and guard Terry gainst Mankato, the Huskies
Porter had nine. Warnberg were so soundly beaten they
managed seven points in the managed only one first place
second half to finish with 17, in competition. Seizing that
high for the Huskies. Porter blue ribbon w as Dave Woodfinished with 12, as did Ditty. ward in the 200 yard breastGuard Mike Trewick hi( five stroke. ·
second half free throws to finOn Saturday, the shoe was
ish th e game with 11 points.
on the other foot, as the
The big difference in the tankers were in complete
second half was the shooting control from the opening reof Winona guard Gene lay. Leading the way for the
Schultz. Schulty,-held- to four Huskies was Joel Kleffman in
points in the first half, had a diving. Joel grabbed first
hot hand in the second, and places in the one and threescored 14 points on six long:- meter di_ving. Bruce Onischuk,
range field goals and a pair another diver for the Husof f.ree throws, to finish with kies, took seconds in both
events.
18.
Also garnering two first
In the third quarter, and
early fourth quarter, St. places was utility man Dave
Cloud led by as much as 21 Woodward. Dave powered to
points. At the end of three victories in the 200 yard inquarters, the Huskies held a dividual medley and 200 yard
seemingly safe 41-20 edge. breaststroke in the times of
They shot 50 percent for 2: 19 .8 and 2:29 .5 respectively .
the game.
Other individuals responBut then Schultz and his sible for the victory over Wimates began to move. Hold- n<;>na were Craig Pearson, ing the Huskies to 15 points Tim Lloyd, Jon Ogren and
in the last quarter, the Mike Malecha .
Warriors put through 23
points. The State lead was
Before returning home for
down to nine points at one a dual meet on Saturday, the
time in the last quarter, with Huskies travel to St. Paul tothe Warriors hitting 61 per day, to tackle the Tommies of
cent in the second half.
St. Thomas in non-conference
Warnberg and Winona dual competition.

St. Cloud Paint Store

DANCE TO YOUR FAVORITE OLD ROCK 'N ROLL RECORDS

PIZZA - ENTERTAINMENT - BEER
Also - Appe·a ,ing Every Friday Night - R~versiders
HAPPY HOUR: 8-10, EVE_R YDAY.

'TOP OF THE HOUSE
LOCATED DIRECTLY ABOVE HOUSE OF PIZZA
19 So. 5th Avenue

Tel 252-9300

Picture Perfect
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Warnberg big difference

Ditty - 'Winona.game
was roughest physically'
Tom Ditty, the Huskies
senior forward knew he had
been in the Winona game
Saturday nig~t.
' 'That was the roughest
game ol the year for us physically," he recalled Sunday.

Winona center) holding him
to 7 points."
" Defense was the biggest
factor," Ditty stressed. "Our
plan was to slow down , concentrate on defense. Everything went according to game
plan. Our defense forced them
to take bad shots."

Ditty, who scored 12
points against the Warriors,
grabbed nine rebounds aThe 6-3 former guard
gainst a taller Winona squad.
ta.lked about the reasoning
Most of those did not come . behind the game plan.
easy. And Ditty was quick to
credit center Neil Warnberg
" We can afford to gamble
for rebounding, saying "Neil at home and open up offenwas the big individual differ- sively," he said, "but not on
ence in the ball game." Warn- 'the road."
berg grabbed 12 rebounds and
"Too many calls can go ascored 17 points.
gainst you, which will give the
home team a tremendous ad"What' s more," said Dit- vantage on their own court,"
ty, "he stopped Jeresek (6-(i. Ditty explained.

r

Photo by Jim Pupe

TOM DITTY SCORES AGAINST WINONA

'That was the roughest game of the year physically'

"When we score a .lot
we're also going to give up a
lot of points because of the
wide open play."

Bob's Gulf Station

)
}

Ditty indicated that coach
Red Severson· was "pleased
with - everyone's performance."
The Huskies are averaging
80 points per game offensively, and they are limiting opponents to 60 points per
game.

Ditty is averaging 14.9
points -in 21 games. Terry
Porter leads the Huskies with
a 20 point average, followed
by Ditty and Warnber~ at
12.9 and Mike Trewiclc at
12.8.
The Huskies are currently
ranked tenth in the NAIA.

9th and 7th Street South

5 BLOCKS WEST ·
. OF STEWART ~L
WE HONOR Wlf AND
SKELLY CREDIT CARDS

MOOD MUSIC

Students Welcome

·~ . 15-PIECE BAND
WITH THE FABULOUS
··NoCTURNEs··
WEDNESDAY - VALENTINES DAY
9:00 - 1 :00

.- ;

CLUB MESA

\, ti'

.

DULING OPT.ICAL'

\~:_:;

COMPANY

"In-The-Rough"
Action-wise and city-slick! Pick your
· traveling companions from mr. d!
Newsy cotton double knits take a
textured turn for compliment-catching .. . show off ·. smartly in navy,
red and white go-togetherness! In
your size.

Topper - $14.00
Pants - $11.00

Northwest Manufacturer
of Fine Woolens
Once Yearly

Complete Optical Services
Terry Turner [above] of San Jose,
Calif., working in a castle

Jobs in E-urope
Luxembourg-American Student Information Service is celebrating its
10th year of successful operation
placing students in jobs and arranging tours. Any student may now
choose from thousands of jops such
as resort, office, sales, ·factory, hospital etc. in 15 countries with wages
up tb $400 a month. ASIS maintains
placement offices throughout Europe
insuring you of on the spot help at
all times. For a booklet listing all
jobs with application forms and discounf tours send $2 (job application,
overseas lfandling & air mail reply) to:
Dept. <'.>, American Student Information Service, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg.

½ Price Sale
(Suits, skirts, sweaters, coats, slacks, etc.)
latest Styles & Colors Available

23 - 7th Ave. So
St. Cloud

-s99so

Complete ·
Phone 612-251-4911

D

511 50

as low as

.

U1/Dg

OPTICAL COMPANY

321 • 5th Ave. So.

St. Cloud

Bank At The Sign Of The Weather Ball

""
r·

Dee Jays

'

Contact Lenses .

'

~

NORTHWESTERN
BANK and TRUST CO.
6th Avenue and 1st Street South
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c·hronicle
Classifieds
PERSONAL: GF. a huge "Happiness
Wish" for Valentine's Day! By the way.
will you be mine?!
WANTED: -Entertainment either a sinle or a group of 2-4. Contact Ken Lein.
P.O. 401 St. Ooud - 10 S. 5th Ave ..
St. Ooud.
WANTED: People interested in Valentines. Hear the South 40 at Eastman
Feb. 14th.
WANTED: Two cute girls to share
expenses to Florida with two guys go.ing by car. Call.Tim at 255-3506.
WANTED: 2 girls want to see Southern California sunshine over spring
break, but need a ride! Call 252-8098.
NOTICE: MEN: Try something new.
New Fraternity PHI KAPPA TAU Informational Smoker. Garvey, 7 p.m .. Feb.
14th.
NOTICE: OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS:
21 well balanced meals per week for
just 10 hrs. work at Atwood Center.
Jobs currently available:
2 p.m. - 4 p.m. - M - F - Bussing
6 p.m . - 8 p.m. - M - F - Dishroom
See Jim Sme5 on - Student Manager
between 11 a.m. and . 1 p.m. at the
Snackbar Office.
NOTICE: St. Valentine's Day Dance.
Wed .. Feb. 14 - St. Valentine's Day.
Eastman Hall. 8 :30-11 :30. Men: $1.25;
Women: $1 .00.
NOTICE: Avoid the Xmas rush. Rush
PHI KAPPA TAU. the New Social Fraternity at St. Ooud. lnformat1onal
Smoker. Garvey. Feb. 14. 7 p.m.
SPECIAL NOTICE: Terry Akenson has
been appointed official St. Ooud State
College Factory designer!

,......
J

SALE: Northwest Manufacturer of fine
woolens once yearly' ½ price sale. Suits.
skirts, sweaters. coats. slacks. etc. Latest styles and colors still available. Dee
Jays, 23-7th Ave. So. Ph. 252 -0422.
Downtown St. Ooud.
FOR SALE: NEW Standard Head skis
with cub-cio bindings and poles. $90.
252-7639.
FOR SALE: Perfumed scented hair
spray. Really the deal. Contact any
Alpha Phi. 252-7109.
FOR RENT: GIRLS: College approved
housing for Spring Quarter. near
campus and town. Call 251-3495.
STOLEN: One Air Force jacket from a
Blue Comet Saturday. Please return to
Holes Hall main de.sk and no_a<;,tion w il!
be taken.
PERSONAL: Donnie, Love ya , need ya,
want ya . A Keepsake engagement ring
from Ronald Jewelers of Minneapolis
would' make me your " Easter Bonny"
forever! Bonny.
PERSONAL: The word is - Long is
no longer - Congrats on the new job,
Dave.
P'ERSONAL: Myrna : Have you recovered from your 21st yet?
PERSONAL: Mrs. Ole Woman of
Ashoe, Minnesota is petitioning for
" Family Life Problems" class - She
wants in! M . Goose.

J;

•

by Gary Larson
The St. Cloud State gymnasts raised their season
record to six wins and four
losses by edging Stout State
130-122
last
Wednesday
night.
The victory was one of the
better team efforts for the

ABOG plans
art contest
An art contest, sponsored
by the Creative Arts committee of the Atwood Board of
Governors, will be held tomorrow through Feb. 24 in
the Atwood east unfinished
dining room .
Three first prizes of $25,
three second prizes of $10,
and on special judge award of
$15 will be awarded in four
categories
which
include
paintings, prints and drawings, ceramics, and sculpture.

Huskies this•season. Not only
did captain John Tobler
score well ,as usual, but his
teammates also scored heavily
to aid iry the win .
Tobler took firsts on the
horizontal bars, the parallel
bars, and in floor exercise. He
added seconds on the trampoline and long horse enroute
to winning the all-around
event.
Dave Olson, a freshman
from Robbinsdale, took first
on the side horse, leading the.
Huskies to a sweep in that ·
event. Coach Arlynn Anderson felt that the side horse
sweep by his . team was the
difference in the meet.
·
Bob Roberts, a freshman
from Anoka, also had a good
night for St. Cloud. Roberts
took second on the horizontal
bars and third on the still
rings.
Over the weekend the
gymnasts brought home the

first place trophy from the
Northwest Open in Minneapolis. The Huskies placed
first in a nine team field. The
victory was especially sweet
since the Huskies edged past
second place Bemidji by fourtenths of a point. The gymnasts had lost an earlier meet
to the Beavers by two points.
The Open was s-o close
that Coach Anderson wasn't
sure his team had won until
the judges score had been rechecked. Tobler continued his
winning ways by taking firsts
.in the all-around, floor exercise, long horse, and horizontal bar. He added a third on
the trampoline.
Dave Olson took third on
the side horse and Paul Lar-

son took fifth in that event.
Bob Roberts took second on
the still rings while Larry
Watson added a fifth on
parallel bars.
A promising sidelight to ·
the meet was the fine showing
of the St. Cloud State ·Gym
Club. The Gym Club is a
group of State gymnasts who
are ineligible for winter quarter. They paid their own entry
fee to get into the Open and
ended up taking sixth place.
Gil Gillespie won the . trampoline event for the Gym
Club and Mario Anderson
took second in floor exercise.
Gregg Warner took second ori
the still rings and Jim Loomis
second on the side horse.

FULL SERVICE DRY CLEANER

Anyone Interested In Wor~ing
In the Business Department
Of The College Chronicle
Contact George Allen Evans
In the Chronicle Office.

Save 10% By Cash & Carry
On Your DRY CLEANING
i11tlt 111fllltii :il■rll ii~l:ll'.:1 ■i;l:;·
Shirt Laundry - 15 5th -Ave. So. - Shoe Repair

'68 Chevrolet-Sale savings now on specially
..equipped Impala VBs:
·
Impala V8 Sport Coupe, 4-Door Sedan and
Station Wagons-equipped with beauty and
protection extras-are yours to

f;~~l~~f;:~1~•!;~~~~~ges . . . .. . . .
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PERSONAL: AGE goes on and on
forever . . •.
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
PERSONAL: Happy Valentine 's Day to
1227 8th Ave. S.E.
PERSONAL: D VAN'N and BB have
a Happy Valentine's Day (SEX).

-.,

Gymnasts beat Stout, win Northwest Open

PERSONAL: Happy Birthday M.W.
Happy Valentin11·s Day
Happy Birthday to you.
PERSONAL:To Olarlie the Smuggler:
Happy Valentine's Day! From Olarlie
Rabbit.
PERSONAL: AGE is an old Valentine.
PERSONAL: M.E . Happy Valentine's
Day. 1-2-..;.3_C_.c_._ _ _ _ _ _ __
PERSONAL: Peg-Enjoy yourself Saturday night? Keep swinging Kid! But
watch where you swing!
PERSONAL: Ruthie
Babie
says:
"smoogle, boogie. mixim, tixim , smug,
pug, tibble, bibble." For an interpre- ·
tation of her sayings, contact 'Ruthie
Babie at 701 .'
NOTE: Please regatd (Printer's mistake)
all ads about , Ruthie Babie Signed
Ruthie Baby.
PERSONAL: Sue. Because of old AGE.
I have decided to give my Valentine
present to Larry Hall. From on now.
· RUTHIE BABIE and the TEDDY BEAR
can take over!
PERSON_A_L_:__-P-ER_S_O_N_A_L-ITY--P-O_S_T__- ■■
ERS, PYSCHADELIC POSTERS AND
BUTTONS. If we don'.t have them, then
you don't want them. Send for samples
and list. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift
Shop, 4609 E. Colfax.- Denver. Colorado 80220.

NOTICE: Anyone interested in working
in the Bus. Dept. of the College Chronicle. contact George Evans in the
Chroncle Office.
PERSONAL:gf. have you finished off.
that six pack yet? Oh; well. I'll let you
be my Valentine anyway!

You\re got nothing to gain
by settling for less car.
( not even money )

~@'. ~~·~: :~~;~:. .t. ,. .. .
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'68 Chevelle-Prices start lower
than any other mid-size car's.
Sized to your needs, both in 112"
and 116" wheelbases, Chevelle
delivers big-Chevy ride and comfort
in a mid-size car at your kind of price.

/ ;t}}'j {)>:

. \ :
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'68 Camaro-lowest priced of all
leading sportsters.
Sporty like Corvette, yet with family-style
room. Features like Astra Ventilation and a
327-cu.-in. standard V8.,No wonderCamaro's
popularity is growing faster than any other
sportster's in the industry•
Now you can "customize" your Camaro
with bold new striping, mag-spoke wheel
. covers, a spoiler out- back, new "houndstooth" upholstery plus four new colors for
Camara: Corvette Bronze, British Green,
Rallye Green and Le Mans Blue.
·

Be smart. Be sure. Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's.
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Ward runs efficient' monopoly here

Private bookstores are trend - Leaseby Carol Stephens
( Editor's note: This is the second·
in a series of articles about the St.
Cloud State bookstore, owned and
operated by Mr. and " Mrs. Richard
Ward.)

Common questions from
students concerning the bookstores are "Why the monopoly system on an American college campus?" and "How can
Ward operate a private book-_
store on a state college campus?" ·
About four years ago,
President George Budd, looking at college expansion and
increased student enrollment,
opened bids for a privately
owned store to be located
where the college cafeteria
has been.
Ward, at that time located
in the Chatterbox across from
Stewart Hall, bid and was
granted the business by the
state.
Included in the contract,
which is considered for renewal annually, are three major
stipulations.
First, the prices of books
are not to exceed the publishers' list prices. Second, 15
percent of the profits are. returned to the college. Third,
a percentage of Ward's gross
is paid to the state for rent
of the facilities.

804-8

In -return for these, Ward
holds a monopoly on books
on the campus. By interpretation of the bill passed, the
legislative gave approval for
"A" bookstore, operated by
"An" individual authorized
by the state.
_ "There seems to be a

At 7:30 tonight

Tonight the University of
Minnesota Morris Cougars
face the Huskies on the Halenbeck Hall court starting at
7:30 p.m .
The broadcasting team of
A.J . Marlow and William
(Bill) Meyers brings all the
action - live on KVSC-FM

Attention
Secretarial
Students
Secretarial students who
plan to do their student
teaching any time during
the 1968-69 school year ·
MUST take Business Edu_cation 353 this spring~ See
Audra Whitford, SH216c
.for details.

MOLITOR
sr. 61:RMAIN

~

PHONE: 251-3381

GIFTS· DRUGS· ~ARDS

SALE
2 for the price of 1

STARTS FRIDAY

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S 10 BEST!
A film that , _
s not only one of the best of the year
but also one of the best seriocomic social satires we've had from Hollywood. Devastating
and uproarious, adorned with delicious incidents and crackling dialogue, a lively, exciting
experience through vivid cinema. Dustin Hoffman is nothing short of superb. Funny, outrageous and touching. 'The Graduate' is _a sophisticated film that puts Mr. Nichols and his
associates on a levet with any of the best satirists working abroad today. Mark it down in your
date book as a pic·ture you'll have to see - and
maybe see twice to savor all its sharp, satiric
wit and cinematic treats:'
- Bosley Crowther. New York Times

"THE FRESHEST, FUNNIEST AND MOST
TOUCHING FILM OF THE YEAR!"

GLISSanoO

- Hollis Alpert, Saturday Review

"A MILESTONE IN AMERICAN FILM HISTORY!"
- Stanley Kauffmann

-by
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1n one lipstick ..•
a mix of separate
colors ... do what
no colors ever did
before!
Two colors on the stick • • • merge, converse, blend on
your lips! Create a never-before depth of color with dazzling
overtones; bewitching undertones. No one lipstick could

ever give you such depth of color. No two lipsticks could

r suN.-MAi'°,

I
1:OD - 3:05
I
I Eve. 7:00 - 9:05 I
IAdults
$1.JDI
IJuniors
. 1.051
Children
.55
I PRICES INC. TAX I

-------
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GRADUATE

At4°t4E BANCROFlM
,DUSTIN HOFFMAN · KATHARINE ROSS

blend so harmoniously in 9 never-before color combinations.

IN COLOR
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